Short Description
The Lagoon and Trifid Nebula (also called m8 and m20) are two famous nebulae in the constellation Sagittarius. The Lagoon Nebula is the bigger of the two, and is classified as an H II, star-forming emission nebula. We see the Lagoon Nebula due to the ionization of atoms.
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A quality Aaron Brothers frame is included with a flat black finish. Prints are on high quality premium paper with a satin finish. Eco-friendly latex ink used to provide scratch resistance and odorless prints. The Latex ink also contains pigments that are fade, water and chemical resistant. Bright, vivid colors help produce highly saturated prints with more ink density. Frame adds approximately 1" to the final size of this product.

The pictures shown on this website are generally how images will look in an 8"x10" print, frame, or canvas work. As the sizes of the pictures change the aspect ratio will change a little. This resizing will slightly change your picture size
dimensions. The picture itself maybe changed slightly. In most some cases a few stars get added or removed. Having said that the KEY parts of the images are ALWAYS retained.

Frame Options

MDF

MDF is a great framing choice made of high grade composite material. This flat black frame is simplicity at its finest. The minimal design offers true versatility and compatibility with any decor.

Wood

Bevel/Slant Black Gesso. Add a classic touch to our photos with this timeless black beveled design has sharp lines that stunning finish.